
ROLEPLAYGATEWAY WRITE A CHECK

Interest Checks: Thinking about starting a roleplay, but don't have the idea completely finished? Post it here, not in the
main OOC forum!.

Mercer felt his stomach twist a bit. After speaking with someone who had messaged me on AIM prior to my
banning, I confirmed my worst fears - RPGChat is a closed community, and is not very open to outside
communities or positive interaction with those communities. It took a few days to get any response at all, save
for a few people who contacted me over AIM and when I did get a response, I logged in to RPGChat to find
that I had been banned for "advertising on multiple occasions", much to my surprise. Mercer took a cautious
step backwards, and raised his hands in defense. Senka bowed, though not as deeply as Sorcha had. He
groaned. I gave each of them a shot, but it looks like only the "Home" and "Rules" link work. He would be
fine one month, and deathly ill the next. That's scary! On purpose this time. They've got four basic navigation
options at the top of the page, which are images instead of text, which isn't very good for SEO. Judith,
however, shook her head. Senka followed wordlessly behind. Duke Riegan had varying health issues. Your
dad gave it to me, and I gave it to you. Ultimately, I was forced to cut out portions of my character's history to
fit it into the post. This isn't very good for encouraging member interaction , and makes it very difficult for
momentum of any sort to be gained within the community. While that's only an average of about 30 posts per
thread and only about 32 posts per user, they do have some great quality and style elements in their posts that
you simply don't see in many other places in roleplaying forums these days. Tell me, how much trouble has he
given you? Here are the steps needed to correctly fill out a check and an explanation of the numbers
pre-printed on each one. She paused in her motions and sighed. What did she want, anyway? I participated on
these forums for a few months as the username Alighieri, for that period, I became the single most active user
in their welcome forum. He pretended not to notice. Sorcha snorted. RPGChat has a relatively active forum;
63, threads, 1,, posts, and 59, "active" members. This is Judith, my mother. What caught his attention, though,
was the woman standing next to the Maybe-Teach. An amused sound escaped Teach; it sounded like the kind
of snort that was meant to keep back a laugh. This is the number one concern mentioned to me about
RPGChat and their future, and there is ongoing fear of the community continuing to stagnate without any
growth other than direct referral. However, from what we've seen - most of RPGChat's traffic is a result of
direct referral. This is my friend, Senka Argyris. Sorcha Blaiddyd. Unfortunately, the forum does not allow
any links to external sites of any kind, and also does not allow signatures, which makes it very difficult to
spread the word about the topics you start there. It is also featured at the top of the check, beneath the date. I
sent a request via the site's contact form, as listed at the bottom every page, which merely opened a new email
to their support address, forums rpgchat. I'm going to take a look at their code, because using images for links
isn't horrible if you specify the right attributes. Judith nodded her head.


